
Project descriptions:

Project Title: Visual+Audio Speaker Localization
Project Description: Shutter needs to know who’s talking in its group conversations as it
interacts with users. Unfortunately, we have found that this is not a trivial problem to solve.
When trying to use the microphone array from the Kinect in Ubuntu, the audio localization
algorithms by Microsoft are not available. When using a dedicated microphone array (like the
UMA-8) the audio localization estimate that is provided off-the-shelf is noisy and often affected
by echo in enclosed spaces (like AKW offices). Could we leverage deep learning to enable the
robot to better predict who’s talking nearby it using both audio and visual signals? This project
could build off the model proposed in Looking to Listen at the Cocktail Party (which will be
discussed in class). The model developed for this project could go beyond the Looking-to-Listen
model by combining visual information from a Kinect camera (showing user’s faces) with audio
localization estimates (or raw audio signals) from a UMA-8 device. Note that the Interactive
Machines Group has UMA-8 devices that could be used for this project.
Recommended Skills: Prior experience working with audio signal processing could be useful in
this project but is not a requirement.
Contact Person: Marynel Vázquez (marynel.vazquez@yale.edu)

Project Title: Sensor Fusion for Person Tracking
Project Description: We want to be able to track people effectively through Shutter’s entire
visual range. Different sensors are effective at different distances. For example, an RGB camera
might be able to see very far, while a depth camera has a limited range. Different processes,
such as person detection from YOLO or skeleton predictions from the Kinect sensors, can
operate on these different types of sensor data, but we must be able to match the outputs of one
model with another to track a person effectively as they pass through different ranges of these
sensors. Likewise, multiple cameras can extend Shutter’s field of view, but we must address the
same problem of recognizing the same person in different camera feeds. This project could
address the question: How do we recognize and track a person across different sensor ranges
and/or through different cameras? Data from Shutter’s deployments can be used for this project,
as well as existing baseline code which uses simple heuristics to reconcile predictions from the
same model across two different cameras.
Recommended Skills: Prior experience working with computer vision models could be helpful
but is not required.
Contact Person: Sydney Thompson (sydney.thompson@yale.edu)

Project Title: Image Manipulation for Better Photographs
Project Description: Shutter is a poor robot photographer. It currently uses a Realsense
camera mounted on the top of its head to take pictures of the people interacting with it. These
pictures are really just frames from the video feed coming from the Realsense when the robot is
positioned to follow the person’s face. The main drawback to this approach is that Shutter’s
face-tracking pose sits relatively low, making the photos it takes contain more nostril than strictly
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necessary. This project could use visual servoing to adapt the position of the robot while it is
taking pictures to better frame the person’s (or people’s) face in the image and select better
quality images. Note that the RealSense camera has color and depth sensors that could be
used to help position and orient the camera. Additionally, this project could also apply image
style transfer to the images from the Realsense to improve the photo quality. The project could
use data collected from Shutter deployments to help with image manipulation.
Recommended Skills: Prior experience working with computer vision models could be helpful
but is not required.
Contact Person: Sydney Thompson (sydney.thompson@yale.edu)

Project Title: Influencing and Photographing Groups
Project Description: As mentioned above, Shutter is a poor robot photographer. One particular
skill that is lacking is the ability to frame groups of people. In particular, the robot detects a
person in front of it and tries to photograph her but ignores other nearby people that could be
part of her group as well. Can the robot effectively take photos of groups of people? How should
it communicate with the group when people are too spread apart and don’t fit in its image? Or
how should the robot guide them to a new positioning for a better photo? This project could
leverage group detection algorithms that we have tested on the robot already. The project will
require defining a quality metric for group photos that enables the robot to measure success in
the photographing task. Then, it could explore different strategies for the robot to frame groups
of people and potentially influence their position relative to it to achieve better photos. The
project could use learning techniques, although hand-crafted behavior policies are
recommended as a baseline.
Recommended Skills: Prior experience working with computer vision models could be helpful
but is not required.
Contact Person: Marynel Vázquez (marynel.vazquez@yale.edu)

Project Title: Contextual Motion Profiles
Project Description: Shutter currently has two motion profiles: executing planned trajectories to
fixed goal poses and reactively following objects. Although these motion profiles can
communicate Shutter’s focus of attention through pointing or tracking, they are not highly
expressive. How can Shutter’s motion be adjusted or controlled to appear more naturalistic or
inviting? Adjusting characteristics of the motion profiles on-the-fly could allow Shutter to perform
more expressive movements, like nodding. Some characteristics relate to the servo hardware,
such as changing PID gains or velocity and acceleration limits. Other characteristics could be
encoded as objectives for trajectory planning. This project could investigate different motion
profiles that achieve several expressions, or develop a single expression to use in an inferred
context.
Recommended Skills: Background knowledge in closed loop control and motion planning
could be useful depending on the developed motion profiles.
Contact Person: Sasha Lew (a.lew@yale.edu)

https://interactive-machines.com/projects/spatial


Project Title: Coordination of motion and gaze
Project Description: Shutter’s motion and gaze actions share a common lookat goal, but are
otherwise independent. This project could develop more nuanced coordination of gaze and
motion behaviors. For example, Shutter could adjust its gaze between several potential
interactants, and only move after “eye contact” has been established. Alternatively, Shutter
could signal motion by directing gaze in the direction of motion. A challenge of this project is
correctly synchronizing motion and gaze behaviors, both with each other and within the context
of an ongoing interaction. Could feedback from interactants help Shutter to select gaze and
motion behaviors?
Recommended Skills: Familiarity with high-level control architectures is likely to be useful.
Contact Person: Sasha Lew (a.lew@yale.edu)

Project Title: Predictive Filtering or Forecasting of Pedestrian Trajectories
Project Description: Shutter’s following behavior currently reacts to the present position of the
closest person in visual range. For quickly moving passersby, the reactive motion may be too
slow to appear responsive and the motion will apparently lag behind the tracked person.
Predicting how people physically move in space would improve Shutter’s ability to follow (with
gaze and motion) both potential and engaged users. Bayesian filtering on the positions of
people in Shutter’s visual range could help to anticipate lookat goals. This project could
compare several different methods of filtering, such as an extended Kalman filter, particle filter,
or data-driven methods (e.g., Inference Machines for Nonparametric Filter Learning). This
project could also evaluate state of the art trajectory prediction methods like Scene
Transformers. How do these filtering methods compare against a simple baseline, such as
linear extrapolation? Can data-driven methods incorporate additional context to predict motion?
Recommended Skills: A background in probability theory, filter design and/or machine learning
is recommended.
Contact Person: Sasha Lew (a.lew@yale.edu)

Project Title: Advanced Shutter Simulations
Project Description: We have created some simulations of Shutter in Unity, which are used for
course assignments. However, these simulations are very simple. They do not situate the robot
in a dynamic environment. This project could expand Shutter’s simulation capabilities by
embedding it into SEAN worlds, which have dynamic pedestrian behavior. It could also explore
creating human models that imitate how people would approach the robot in a public
environment so that other algorithms (e.g., for robot control) could then be developed leveraging
simulation. Additionally, this project could study sim-to-real transfer of motion policies for Shutter
from the improved simulation to the real world. This would require tuning how the robot moves
in unity to better match how the real robot moves. This tuning process could take advantage of
learning methods.
Recommended Skills: Familiarity with Unity is recommended for this project.
Contact Person: Marynel Vázquez (marynel.vazquez@yale.edu)
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